
Tree crops vary widely in how much specialized care they need by species. The farther the crop has 
been modified from it's wild ancestor, generally speaking, the more care it likely needs. All crops will 
bear more with more care, but some really need regular maintenance in order to set a good crop while 
others bear reliably with little or no care. I highly recommend getting and reading the book The 
Holistic Orchard by Michael Phillips, this is the most valuable resource i know of for growing tree 
crops. How much time and materials you spend caring for your trees depends mostly on what your 
goals and needs are (and availability of time and resources), if you can plant a variety of crops and 
provide a baseline of care to all you will likely have good home scale results, if you are relying on your
trees to make a living, then extra care is warranted. Cosmetically perfect fruit and high yields every 
year are important commercially, but not so much at a home scale.

Pruning
All trees will benefit from some amount of pruning, however some need annual pruning while others 
should be left alone unless problems arise (damaged branches, branches in a pathway etc). A important 
concept to understand when pruning is apical dominance, a phenomenon where the highest terminal 
bud or buds produce a hormone that suppresses the growth of other buds.

Rules of Thumb (there are exceptions to all rules)
• Use sharp tools and clean your tools with alcohol regularly (after every cut if working with a diseased 

tree)
• Don't prune off more then 1/3 of a tree at a time, this is 1/3 of leaves / leaf buds, depending on season
• Remove anything dead, remove damaged branches unless they are really needed.
• Don't leave stubs, prune to the branch collar, but do not damage the collar.
• Remove most vertical growth (with the exception of trunks).
• Do major pruning when the tree is fully dormant (typical) or actively growing, not on shoulder seasons

when sap is flowing.
• Prune to allow air and light to all parts of the tree
• Remove branches growing towards the center of the tree or branches that cross existing branches
• Remove branches that need to come out at the youngest stage possible, knocking of a bud in May is 

much easier and easier to heal then removing a year old water sprout in the winter.
Young Trees

How young trees are pruned and trained has a huge effect on their long term size, production and 
maintenance needs, when possible, have a rough idea of how you want to prune a tree before planting it
as this will effect siting and spacing needs. Depending on your needs and the site, you may need some 
specialized pruning, but in general young trees can be pruned and trained to a form, a basic shape and 
set of rules that simplifies the process of choosing what to cut and what to leave.
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Pruning to the form requires cutting away the branches that don't fit the form. Training is redirecting 
the existing branches or encouraging growth of new branches so they fit the form. The most common 
form of training is lowering the crotch angle of a branch by bracing it with a piece of wood or using 
twine to pull the branch down to a lower branch, stake or rock. Training should be started in the spring 
and bracing should be removed when the tree goes dormant in the fall.

Renovating Older Trees
Bringing a old, uncared for tree back to production is often a 3 year process. If the tree is really far 
gone or not a desirable cultivar it may not be worth the effort of renovation, you can either cut it down 
and replant with a new tree or cut it down and graft one or more cultivars to the stump sprout that will 
likely result. For a good primer on renovating old trees see: 

Coppicing and Pollarding
Coppicing is cutting a tree or shrub to the ground to stimulate lots of new growth in the form of stump
sprouts. It is not a usual management strategy for most fruits or nuts, but is very useful for many leaf
and biomass crops. Pollarding is similar, but happens at some height above the ground, typically to

keep the new growth out of reach of animals.
Physical Barriers

• Fences: Fences are primarily to keep deer out, sadly deer are difficult to fence out if you have a 
small orchard or want to make a long term investment fully fencing for deer can be fully 
effective. A 4'-5' 6x6 wire fence with a couple strands of electric fence above that is usually 
quite effective, as is 5-6 strand electric. For smaller numbers of trees individual fences 5-6' tall 
and 6'-8' in diameter can protect young trees while they get established, these trees should be 
pruned to have most of their branches above the browse line. Dogs that live outside can be quite
effective as well.

• Rodent Guards: I consider these necessary for all young trees, although they are less needed in a
urban/sub-urban setting. I use tubes of 1/2" hardware cloth, but plastic spiral guards are fine 
too. Guards should go far enough up the trunk to not get buried in snow. Guards should go on 
before it snows and come off when the snow is gone for the season.

• Trunk Paint: Highly recommended for all apples, crab apples and quince trees to protect from 
Round headed Apple Borer (Saperda candida), I use a mix of interior latex (white or close to 
white) and joint compound, it should be thicker then paint, but still thin enough to apply with a 
brush. Paint from the ground to the first branches, reapply every year or two as needed, in 
spring. Keep companion plants away from the base of these trees, if you see sawdust (frass) at 
the base of trees, find the hole where frass is coming from and stab the grub inside is a piece of 
wire, drill bit or blast with compressed air (from a can or compressor).

Soil and Arboreal Food Webs
The soil and arboreal food webs are ways of talking about the ecosystems that exist in the soil and the 
above ground portions of a tree. Supporting and managing these ecosystems is our best bet at being 
able to grow lower-maintenance, high quality, high flavor and high nutrition fruit. For more info on 
these systems specifically try: a YouTube search for Elaine Ingham, Teaming with Microbes by Jeff 
Lowenfels (book) and Tree to Shining Tree by Radiolab (Podcast episode).

Mulch
Mulch is a layer on top of the soil, typically made up of  undecomposed plant material. Mulch is a primary way 
we can influence and support the soil biology around our trees. Mulch offers other many benefits:
• It holds in soil moisture, minimizing the need for irrigation.
• It moderates soil temperature, although it can also slow soil warming in the spring.
• It protects soil biology from UV light
• It protects against soil compaction.
• Minimizes weed growth
• It feeds soil biology and in doing so adds nutrients and carbon to the soil



There are many materials readily available that make great mulch.
• Wood Chips from small diameter (<2.5") wood cut from deciduous trees/shrubs is one of the best things 

you can bring to your trees, this material feeds all the right kinds of soil biology and can help shift these 
population in a direction that will help your trees stay healthy and productive. Wood chips are sometimes
available for free from arborists  (try https://www.chipdrop.in) and from crews pruning trees along 
roadway (i hear a tip or beer for the driver helps). Chips from larger diameter wood and from conifers is 
less good, but some of that material mixed in is fine. If a high level of conifer wood is present it is best 
to allow these chips to sit in a pile away from the orchard for a couple years to allow potentially 
problematic chemicals to come and go.

• Tree leaves, obviously these are easily available for free... the problem is that only lasts for a month or 2 in 
the fall, so if you want leaves for your garden, be sure to collect them then. Conventional wisdom says that 
leaves will over time tie up the nitrogen in your soil or turn your soil very acid, I have not seen this happen 
and have never heard a first hand account of it happening. One problem with leaves is they tend to blow 
away, this is easily solved by spreading them on day that isn't too windy and immediately covering with a 
super light layer of something to hold them down, over time they will wet down and get held together by 
mycelium and that problem disappears. I like seaweed at the top layer if I can get it, if not wood chips or 
stone dust are both good options. I have many garden beds that I don’t add anything too most years except 
tree leaves and a sprinkle of wood chips. Shredding the leaves with a lawn mower or garden shredder is 
another option to prevent them from blowing away.

• Seaweed, seaweed is a great mulch, it is both full of a huge number of nutrients and fairly slow to 
decompose. The only problem is getting it, I would avoid taking live seaweed off rocks, but the dead stuff at 
the wrack line (the line of debris that marks high tide on the beach) is fair game almost everywhere. Just rake
it up and bring it home,. Falmouth town landing, east end beach and kettle cove are all easy places to collect.
Take as much time as you care to picking plastic trash out of it, but don't bother washing off the salt.

• Hay,  you can often get hay for $2-$3 a bale (look on craigslist or go to Wilshore farm in Falmouth (207) 
797-4287 ). Hay is a pretty nutrient dense mulch, which is good, but means it decomposes pretty quickly. 
Hay is also full of weed seeds, so it needs to be put on pretty thick (4-6+” thick if dry and fluffy), if it goes 
on thick the weed seeds wont really be able to grow, if you put it on thin you will probably end up with lots 
of weeds growing out of it. Hay and straw both have much less lignified cellulose then wood chips and so 
are somewhat less valuable as a mulch for tree crops.

• Straw, straw is a fine mulch, very similar to hay, but less nutrient dense and much more expensive, but even 
at $10 a bale it's not too bad for a small garden. I prefer hay.

• “bark” mulch is often just wood chips that have been dyed black (or worse, orange), the dyes are generally 
not too bad, but the source of this material is unknown and can include contaminated demolition wood, 
better to stick with plain old wood chips in my opinion. 

Holistic Sprays
Holistic spray is a term coined by Michael Phillips, it is used to refer to a spray that enhances the health
of plants and microbe communities to reduce the incidence of diseases and pest issues. These sprays 
come in several forms. Three common ones are:

• Spring spray: This spray tries to help establish or reinforce competitive colonization and boost 
nutrition.  It is sprayed several times starting as the tree is breaking dormancy and continuing 
through fruit set. Many local ingredients can be very useful in this spray including liquid kelp 
and fish hydrolysate. Some form of bacterial inoculum is important, Effective Microorganisms  
(EM-1) is a commercial preparation, but carefully made compost teas or extracts serve the same
purpose. Some form of simple sugar helps the microbes multiply and establish, unsulphered 
molasses is most common. Raw Neem oil can be a very useful and multi-functional addition, 
use in moderation and with soap as a emulsifier.  FMI 
http://www.groworganicapples.com/organic-orcharding-articles/holistic-spray-ingredients.php

• Summer Herbal Teas: These are the most simple to prepare and easy to use of the holistic 
sprays. Start by collect the herbs, which are all very easy to grow or find, lightly fill a 5 gallon 
bucket with plant material. Next pour in 1-2 gallons of boiling water to break up some of the 
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cell walls and get the extraction started. Now fill the bucket with regular water and let stand, 
lightly covered in the shade for 7-10 days. When the fermentation period is finished, strain out 
the plant material, dilute and spray on the trees. For a home scale 1 bucket with a few different 
herbs in it should be plenty. Dilution of 1:4 – 1:8 seems about right. These sprays bring the 
complex nutrition of the herbs directly to the leaves, helping to build a strong cuticle layer and 
allowing the trees to better resist attacks by pathogenic fungi and bacteria. Some herbs that may
be helpful are: Comfrey (Symphytum spp.) offers a broad range mineral nutrition, Nettles 
(Urtica dioica) also offers a broad range, they are best harvested for this purpose after blooming
(which is the opposite of harvest for human consumption) when the the level of silica in the 
plant is higher and possibly most importantly, Horsetail (Equisetum spp.) which is a excellent 
source of bio-available silica. Other options include Garlic (and other alliums), Japanese 
Knotweed and Tansy.

• Fall Sprays: This spray is similar to the spring spray in composition, but happens when 40%-
60% of the leaves have fallen from the trees. Its primary purpose is to jump start the 
decomposition of the tree leaves. Fall leaves hold the over wintering reproductive material of 
many diseases, especially apple scab and getting them decomposed quickly reduces the amount 
of disease inoculum for next season. Other helpful steps include targeted disturbance (mowing 
or chickens), spreading compost or mulch (don't spread compost until the tree is totally 
dormant) or sprinkling powdered calcitic lime on new fallen leaves.

Commercial Sprays
Most commercial sprays are designed to kill a particular pest or disease and they can be useful as a last 
resort for those issues. Sadly, most are toxic to beneficial organisms, humans and/or the ecosystem in 
general. I generally try to avoid them, but there are a couple that i do use.

• Surround WP this spray is made of highly processed kaolin clay, it is safe handle and is quite effective a 
protecting fruit crops from several insect pests that can destroy fruit crops at petal fall. Surround is a 
deterrent that works in a similar way to DE (Diatomaceous earth), by flaking off the surface and getting 
in between insect body segments and irritating them. I highly recommend it for plums, which can easily 
be wiped out by plum curcullio, but it is useful for apples other tree fruits as well, in fact it is useful for 
many plants around the garden including: squash for squash bugs and anything being attacked by 
Japanese beetles. FMI: http://www.groworganicapples.com/organic-orcharding-articles/surround-kaolin-
clay.php

• BT (aka Safer brand Caterpillar Killer): Bacillus thuringiensis is a common bacteria that produces a 
crystalline protein that is toxic to the caterpillars of moths and butterflies. If you find yourself dealing 
with any leaf eating moth caterpillars this is a good tool, just follow the directions and spray the effected 
trees. Best done in the evening, for two reasons, BT is destroyed by UV light, so spraying in the evening 
gives all night for caterpillars to eat it before any loss to UV, it also minimizes contact with pollinators. 
BT is minimally toxic to other species including humans, but contact should be avoided anyway.

Further Reading:
• We didn't get a chance to talk about specific pests and diseases much, these fact sheets are not as good as

the info in the above mentioned book, but are a quick read and may be useful , especially the photos to 
identify pest and disease damage. I do not endorse their recommendations for pesticides and fungicides. 
https://fedcoseeds.com/trees/pests_diseases.htm and https://extension.umaine.edu/fruit/growing-fruit-
trees-in-maine/insect-pests/  and https://extension.umaine.edu/fruit/growing-fruit-trees-in-
maine/diseases/ 

• The website version of my favorite book, http://groworganicapples.com/
• There is lots of interesting local info to be gleaned from old Maine Tree Crop Alliance newsletters at 

http://www.snakeroot.net/MTCA/ for local crowd sourcing of orchard questions try the MTCA 
Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/groups/mainetreecrops/

• The NAFEX journal Pomona has huge amounts of great info http://www.nafex.org/, as does their 
Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/groups/21070015101/
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